The following are the terms of participation in the HASR test of the 2010 NIST Speaker Recognition Evaluation:


- Evaluation data will be electronically distributed one trial at a time beginning in February 2010. A submission must be made for each trial received before the next one is made available. The registered site will process either the first fifteen trials (HASR1) or all 150 trials (HASR2) in accordance with the SRE10 evaluation plan by the end of the specified evaluation period in May, 2010. See link at: [http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/sre/2010/index.html](http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/sre/2010/index.html) for a current copy of the evaluation plan. Sites choosing HASR1 and completing it early will be offered the opportunity to then complete HASR2.

- All data received is protected and cannot be redistributed.

- In reporting and comparing its results with the results of other participants, the site agrees to follow rules specified in the SRE10 evaluation plan. In particular, sites are free to do as they wish with their own performance results, but may neither redistribute nor publish results or presentations from another site without that site’s explicit permission. Further, as expressed in the evaluation plan, publicly claiming to “win” the evaluation is **strictly prohibited**.

NIST serves to coordinate the Speaker Recognition evaluations. These tests are designed for local implementation by each participant. Only their results are returned to NIST for scoring. The reported results are not to be construed, or represented, as endorsement of any participant’s system, or as official findings on the part of NIST or the U.S. Government.

*Please Type or Print Clearly*

Site Affiliation: ______________________________________________

Will complete (check one): HASR1 (15 trials) ____________ HASR2 (150 trials) ____________

Contact Information

Name: _______________________________ FedEx Delivery ____________________________________________

E-Mail: _______________________________ Address: ____________________________________________

Phone: _______________________________ __________________________________________________________

(\*note: FedEx does not deliver to PO Boxes in the US\*)

Signature: _____________________________ Date: _________________________________

(By signing and returning this form to NIST you are registering your site as a participant in the HASR part of the NIST SRE10 evaluation, and acknowledging that you have read and will abide by the protocols as described in the official evaluation plan.)